
A Message from Mrs. Green 

Welcome to our first Portland Post, 

co-written by the children and staff 

of Portland. Responding to feed-

back, we hope that this will give you 

an overview of the whole school, 

with an opportunity to hear about 

learning from across the school.  

We have had a super start to the year—the chil-

dren have certainly done you and us proud! To-

gether we have raised money for Macmillan, estab-

lished a super weekly ‘Market place’, celebrated 

Black History Month with a superb community 

evening and great food and raised the profile of 

mental health by engaging in Hello Yellow day—on 

top of showing super learning attitudes and some 

amazing pieces of work.  We have been very busy! 

We are very proud of our school and thank you for 

your continued support every day—it really does 

make a big difference.   
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Starting in F2... 

In Autumn 1, F2 have been exploring all about 

themselves, families and their immediate environ-

ment.  They visited Bilborough library and the local 

community, where they explored what they could 

see.  They have also been  focusing on rules and 

routines, feelings and emotions and have made 

lots of great new 

friends too.  

In Nursery …  

This half term in Nursery we have been exploring 

our individuality and our family composition. We 

have explored the stories ‘Goldilocks and the 3 

Bears’ and ‘5 Minutes Peace’  comparing the 

families in the story to our own. We have enjoyed 

drawing self-portraits and looking at how we are 

similar and different to one another as well as 

building houses using construction materials for 

our family puppets to live in.  

We have gained so much independence as we start 

our journey at Portland Spencer Academy and have 

settled really well into the classroom- having lots of 

smiles and laughs along the way. 

Portland PE … we really do reach for the stars!  

Across the school, we have had a large focus on  

‘Succeeding Together’ from our ASPIRE  values. In 

KS2, the children have been developing their skills 

in football and have been working hard to success-

fully pass and dribble the ball to one another. It has 

been great to get after school clubs up and running 

again and we aren’t sure whether the children or 

Mr Murphy enjoyed his rugby club more! We have 

our fingers crossed for some more competitions 

against other schools this half term.



 

The Great Fire of London—Year 2  

This half term the children have learned about The 

Great Fire of London.  The children explored where in 

the world London is and they used Google Earth to 

locate London.  We look at how London has changed 

over time and compared features of London with 

Nottingham. They then researched and learned about 

what started the Great Fire of London, who was 

there and when it happened.  

The children enjoyed making 

their own houses and we 

thought about how house  

designs have changed over 

time.  To end the half term, we 

looked at Samuel Pepys’ diary 

and the children tried really 

hard to write their own diary.  

Year 3 travel back to the Stone Age  

In year 3, the children have been learning all about 

the prehistoric stone age. They’ve learned about 

how humans survived long before the invention of 

writing.  They looked at artefacts that were left be-

hind including tools, bones and cave paintings. The 

children designed and sourced ingredients for their 

stone age stew—it tasted delicious!  

The children went on a VR journey into the past 

and learned skills on how to survive on a Neolithic 

farm (including making flour, weaving and tunic 

making). They wrote a recount of what happened 

in their own stone age village.  

Year 4 become Ancient Greeks  

This half term, year 4 have 

been studying the Ancient 

Greeks. We kicked off the 

learning  enjoying a Greek day 

where they met a Greek 

warrior and saw the clothes and armour he might 

wear.  In Art, they have sculpted their own vase in a 

Greek style and learnt different ways in which clay 

can be shaped and moulded to create effects. 

We have written a recount of the Trojan War and a 

day in the life of an Ancient Greek. During this 

period, we have participated weekly in our very 

own mini Olympics! The children have been loving 

taking part in the Olympic events in PE, both 

ancient and new.  

Year 1 are local experts  

 This half term, Year 1 have learnt all about their 

local area and where they live. The children have 

looked into the similarities and differences 

between a city, town and village. The children 

explored the human and physical features in 

Nottingham and Bilborough. The children have 

explored Nottingham learning all about Robin 

Hood, who he was and why he is still remembered 

today. They have been creating art and music 

about him too.  

 
Sam: ‘Robin hood is an out-

law. He is from Sherwood 

Forest in Nottingham.’ 

Keanna– Lee: ‘We learned about Lon-

don. We loved it.’ 

Keela: ‘Our topic 

was the Stone Age. 

We learned about 

what animals there 

were that are now 

extinct’. 

Abimbola: ‘Our topic was the Ancient Greeks. 

We did a bunch of activities including dressing 

up as Greeks and a mini Olympic competition. 

It was great!’ 



 

 

Year 6  - doctors in the making... 

This half term, Year 6 have learned about the 

human body. The children 

explored the function of the 

heart in relation to the 

circulatory system. They 

then used their knowledge 

to draw and sculpt a heart. 

In IT, the children created 

presentations on scams and bugs and presented 

their work to the rest of the class. Year 6 also 

created leaflets that aimed to convince their 

classmates to live a healthy life style. The children 

have produced some amazing work this term and 

cannot wait to Aspire further in Autumn 2.

KS1 Book Review by Logun Year 1 

The Smartest Giant in Town 

Julia Donaldson  

 

“The Smartest Giant in Town is about a giant called 

George. He is a kind giant because he shares his 

clothes with animals. I love this book.” 

KS2 Book Review by Nicola Year 6 

Happy Here 

Dean Atta and Joseph Coelho 

“Happy Here is about family, friendship, laughter, 

magic and peril. The stories are all written in 

different genres, but they are very interesting. There 

are 10 different books in one. I would recommend 

that you read this book.” 

\ 

Year 5 became boat engineers and visited York!  

Year 5 have learnt all about the rise of the Anglo-

Saxons and their way of life, as well as the ruth-

less raids of the Viking civilization! They wrote a 

fact file and a Viking Saga! Following a DT cycle, 

the children created a Viking longship prototype 

and used important scientific knowledge of air 

and water resistance to evaluate which one was 

the fastest and most effective. Furthermore,  

their trip to York to visit the Jorvik Viking Centre 

deepen their knowledge further.  

Muhammad: ‘I enjoyed learning about 

Anglo-Saxons. I learned about the differ-

ent statuses of people during that time.’ 

Leisha: ‘Last term, I en-

joyed learning about how 

the heart functions be-

cause it was very inter-

esting. I know how to live 

a happy and healthy life



 

Portland Parliament 

Hello my name is Savannah and I am a part of 

pupil voice.  Pupil voice is a great opportunity for 

students to create new ideas and improvements 

to the school.  I receive ideas from fellow students 

and then I present them to the teachers and 

leadership team with other school parliament 

representatives in a meeting and they discuss the 

ideas and review them to see if they can be 

implemented into the everyday usage at school.  

School Parliament in Action: 

• The children  have asked for more fruit 
for Key Stage 2, fruit for us to eat at 
break time is being supplied by Fare 
Share when this is available. 

 
• The children have requested more 

shade and chairs on the playground 
and Mrs Green is already onto this 
with Mr Wood. 

 
Our next meeting is on Friday 5th November 

where the children will be discussing safe 

spaces in school.  

Y6 Residential 

In the last week, Year 6 faced their fears 

and threw themselves into a range of 

activities on residential. The children 

climbed high ropes, went kayaking, did 

archery and constructed bridges. The 

staff in Year 6 are incredibly proud of all 

the children’s achievements. They truly 

showed ASPIRE values during their 3 

days away! 

Here is what Dominik had to say about his experience:  

‘At Beaumanor, (residential) there were many fun activities 

such as high ropes, bridge building, archery and much more. 

It was a very exciting place! We slept in a cabin and ate bacon 

and eggs for breakfast. There was lots of food to choose 

from. I had a great time.’ 


